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INTRODUCTION (Justin)

In ancient Roman times the district was actually where the Roman military used to meet 
for training exercises.

(Liz)

The Trident area is the northern part of Rome’s center and gets its name for the three 
streets (Via di Ripetta, Via del Corso, and Via del Babuino) radiating from Piazza del 
Popolo. Trident starts at Piazza del Popolo and ends at the Spanish Steps. Piazza del 
Popolo is one of the largest piazzas in Rome, and the Spanish Steps is a major tourist 
attraction framed with luxury shops. On the edge of the Trident area is the Artist’s 
District on Via Margutta, and is known for housing many Dutch and Flemish painters in 
the 17th Century. Today many art studios are located there and annual art fairs are held 
on the street.

COlONNa DElla ImmaCOlaTa (Justin)

The Column of Immaculate Conception is another monument located very close to the 
Spanish Steps, in Piazza Mignanelli. It was design by the architect, Luigi Poletti and 
commissioned by King Ferdinand II. It was dedicated in 1857 to celebrate the adopted 
dogma of Immaculate Conception as well as ease the tension between Naples and the 
Papal States. The column itself was actually created by the ancient Romans and found in 
1777 in the build site for Santa Maria della Concezione.

ThE aRTIsT’s DIsTRICT (Janaye)

The peaceful Via Margutta was famous in the 17th century as the residence of numerous 
Dutch and Flemish painters. In the days of the Grand Tour, this was the area where English 
and German painters had their studios. In the 19th century, Rome had a large number of 
artists in residence, many of whom worked as copyists in the galleries of the city. This area 
was favored by foreigners since the Pope had declared that those who “came from afar” to 
live in this area would be exempt from taxes. It is still, today, a street of artists, with many 
art studios and annual street fairs where artists can sell their paintings. 

Via del Babuino, an elegant and peaceful street, opened in 1525 and connects Piazza del 
Popolo with Piazza di Spagna. The street is filled with antiques and clothing shops.

PIaZZa DE sPaGNa  (Quentin, Janaye)

Construction began on the Trinita dei Monti in 1502 to celebrate the successful invasion 
of Naples by King Louis XII of France during the Italian Wars. Original construction on 
the church was heavily influenced by French and Gothic architecture. During the Italian 
Renaissance, the architecture was altered slightly before being consecrated by Pope Sixtus V 
in 1585.

Spanish steps were built with French funds in 1723 in honor of the King of Spain’s 
visit. It was designed by Francesco de Sanctis and served as a symbol for peace between 
the French (top) and Spanish (bottom) communities. English colonized the area in the 
18th century.

The Steps were first suggested by the French near the same time the Spanish Embassy was 
being formed at the base of the steps. Plans for the Steps were not carried out until papal 



approval 100 years after they were proposed. Although the steps were funded by the 
legacy of a French diplomat and ascend to a French church (Trinita di Monti), they have 
take on the nickname “Spanish Steps” because of the heavy Spanish influence at the base 
of Piazza de Spagna.

Top of the steps is Piazza della Trinta dei Monti, attached to the French Convent of the 
Minims. Begun in 1493 by Louis XII, has a double staircase by Domenico Fontana and 
twin bell towers most likely designed by Giacomo della Porta. The third chapel on its 
south side and the second chapel on the north side contain work by Daniele de Volterra, 
who was a close friend (and follower) of Michelangelo. This is thought to be his best 
works. Other parts of the church and first chapel include works by Giovanni Battista, 
Perino del Vaga, Taddeo Zuccari. The French Academy did some excavations and 
uncovered traces of a Roman building– it seems as though it contained a terrace on the 
hillside similar in form to the Spanish Steps.

At the base of the steps is Fontana della Barcaccia, or “Fountain of the Old Boat”. The 
Fountain was designed and constructed first by Pietro Bernini and completed after his 
death by his son Gian Lorenzo Bernini between 1626 and 1629 ; the design is influenced 
by the the great flood of the Tiber River in the Christmas of 1598 in which an old fishing 
boat was left after the waters receded from the area. The structure is built below street 
level to compensate for low water pressure of Aqua Vergine, the fresh water aqueduct 
where the fountain receives its water.

The fountain was commissioned by Pope Urban VII. Symbolic elements (a sun and three 
bees) of Pope Urban VIII and the Barberini family are present on the coats of arms. 
These same elements can also be seen in the Fontana del Tritone, also commissioned by 
Pope Urban VIII and designed and constructed by Gian Lorenzo Bernini.

PIaZZa DEl POPOlO (Quentin, Janaye)

Designed to provide a scenic entrance for travelers first entering the city from the North 
by way of Via Flaminia. Outer face of Porta del Popolo was largely reconstructed€ in 
the 16th century by commission of Pope Sixtus IV. It was designed by Nanni di Baccio 
Bigio, from Florence, who following a design by Michelangelo. It had later been re-
designed by Bernini in honor of Queen Christina of Sweden. 

Church Santa Maria del Popolo was built prior to the construction of Piazza del Popolo 
in 1583. Constructed in 1099 by Pope Paschal II, Santa Maria del Popolo was built 
as a way to ward off the evil spirits said to be haunting a popolo (poplar) tree in the 



area. Underneath the tree was said to be the location of Emperor Nero’s bones after he 
committed suicide in 68 AD. To rid the area of the evil, Paschal ceremoniously chopped 
down the tree and built a church on the location. 

In 1227, the church was destroyed and built up as a larger building. The new church was 
largely reconstructed from 1472 to 1477 (and gave way to the modern face of the church) 
and continued to be altered and added to over the years. The church is home to works of 
art by Bernini, Caravaggio, and Raphael. 

The main roads extending out of Piazza del Popolo (Via del Corso and Via di Ripetta) is 
believed to have been mapped out in antiquity, long before modern times. The new road, 
Via del Babuino (originally called Via Clementia and then Via Paulina), was planned 
under Leo X in about 1516. The angle of the new road extending out of the piazza was 
mimicked from the angle created by Via di Ripetta and Via del Corso. Via del Babuino 
was improved by Paul III in 1546 to follow the Pincian Hill in a natural way to connect 
to the south-east parts of the city. An additional road was proposed by Sixtus V to sit 
to the east of Via del Babuino to connect to S. Maria Maggiore, but plans were later 
dropped due to difficulty.

The obelisk situated in the center of the piazza is an original artwork from the XIX 
dynasty (Seti I and Ramesses II) brought from Heliopolos by Augustus and erected in the 
Circus Maximus until it was moved by Pope Sixtus V in 1587. It later took the place of a 
fountain in 1587(which previously held the focal point of the Piazza) 

The first of the twin dome churches, S. Maria dei Miracoli, was partially constructed in 
1662 under Alexander XII, but remained unfinished until after the death of Alexander 
VII. The second church, S. Maria di Montesanto was finished shortly thereafter. The 
heights of the two domes are different, but the facades are identical. The original designs 
were carried out by Bernini, but porticos were later added to the churches by Giuseppe 
Valadier after the return of Pius VII from France after the fall of Napoleon.

It wasn’t until after this that the Piazza started to take its modern form. Prior to this, the 
Piazza held a rectangular shape, with walls situated on the two sides running parallel 
to the traffic movement of Via del Corso, Ripetta, and Babuino. Under the design of 
Valadier, the Piazza was largely reconstructed to include the semicircles on either side 
of the Piazza to provide symmetry and balance to the space as well as better connect S. 
Maria del Popolo to the central area of the Piazza. It was also during this time that four 
fountains were added around the obelisk in the center of the Piazza.

saNTa maRIa DEl POPOlO (Janaye, Liz)

The church includes masterpieces by Bernini and Caravaggio. Legend relates that this 
area had previously been a burial ground for the Domitia family, specifically the evil 
emperor Nero, who was thought to have haunted the area. In 1099 Pope Paschall II 
ceremoniously cut down a walnut tree which was thought to have been housing these 
demons, in the form of a group of black crows. The church was rebuilt in 1227.

TRaffIC IN ThE aREa (Quentin)

The area is divided by three main roads (Via del Corso, Via di Ripetta, and Via del 
Babuino). Via di Ripetta and Via del Babuino function as one way streets, with Ripetta 
taking traffic away from the Piazza del Popolo and Babuino taking traffic toward Popolo. 
Traffic is easily interrupted by tourists in the streets, particularly on Corso and the Piazza 
de Spagna. 



There are four bus stops in our neighborhood that operate on the 301, 117, 628, and N25 
routes. There is also one Metro stop, the Spagna stop.

Traffic in terms of pedestrians is heavy. Pedestrians operate mainly on Via del Corso and 
Via del Babuino. The sidewalks are narrow in these areas, so pedestrians tend to occupy the 
entirety of the street, moving in and out of traffic and slowing it down. Crowds get larger 
through the day, staying relatively small until around 10:30 and growing rapidly until 9 
PM. The largest crowds could be found near Piazza de Spagna at all times of the day. 

aRChITECTURE IN ThE aREa (Liz)

– Fountain was originally thought to be by Pietro Bernini but is now assumed to have 
been created by his son, Gian Lorenzo.
– Surrounding area include:
John Keats home (English Romantic Poet early 1800s) now the Keats-Shelley Memorial 
House
Giorgio de Chirico apartment (Italian Artist from the 1900s) now Museo di Giorgio de 
Chirico
Babington’s English Tea Rooms (founded 1893)
Column of the Immaculate Conception: Located at the south end of the piazza (1857) 
commemorated the 1854 establishment of the dogma of the Immaculate Conception 
(Mary conceived by Ann) by Pius IX
Collegio di Propaganda Fide (belongs to Vatican State, for the training of missionaries) 
built for the Congregazione di Propaganda Fide, founded by Gregory XV in 1622
Sant’Andrea delle Fratte: belonged to the Scots before Reformation, contains art and 
architecture by Borromini, Harriet Hosmer (American artist), Pasquale Marini, Giovanni 
Battista Lenardi, Lazzaro Baldi, Francesco Trevisiani, Bernini

PERsONal ObsERvaTIONs 
Janaye: 
Spanish Steps 10:45 am
Majority of people are tourists
Most italians are probably at work?
A few older italian women walking around shopping, walk arm in arm, very slowly
Most of the people sitting on the steps are tourists, taking selfies, eating snacks, chatting 
very loudly
Little to no traffic on smaller streets and in piazza
Italians on bikes going to/from work or shopping
Italians walking to/from work in suits or dress clothes, ipod, purse/bag
Area feels much cleaner and fresher than other parts of Rome
Minimal graffiti, trash, cigarette butts
Did not notice as many homeless people as in other areas
The air feels fresher, did not notice any disgusting smells (urine, etc.)

Justin:
Almost as many tourists as there were Locals
Street “salesmen” much more frequent than in other areas
people had a much more leisurely pace to them than in other regions
some stores seemed very exclusive, probably in response to the level of tourism
locals live up above, away from the streets
streets are kept very clean compared to southern regions



if people were smoking at all, they mostly smoked cigars
the higher profile shopping areas seem to radiate out from Piazza del Popolo and the 
Spanish Steps
the area seemed to gain popularity in the 16th and 17th centuries, judging from the 
architectural styles seen throughout
locals seemed to be the majority of the serious shoppers in the area
the southmost street is most geared towards food and drink than other streets, many 
people were on lunch breaks or on phones amidst the less populated areas.

Liz: 
Observation Day 1, 10:40 am: 
Already busy but room to sit on steps
Italian teens hanging out
Police walking up steps to make sure things are in order
Many tourists/a blend of nationalities in one place
Fountain seems smaller than I expected
In my view: Sephora, Prada, Camper, Dior, Longchamp, Moncler, Missoni, and Chanel
People who are sitting on steps generally do not have any shopping bags Clash of purpose 
is there a reason why all of these expensive stores are over here? Most of the foot traffic is 
for the Spanish steps, not to purchase luxurious clothing.
No scent: no cigarettes, urine, garbage, etc. that can is found in other neighborhoods
Parisian feel history??
Beautiful building with rounded corner
On surrounding buildings: pale yellow, beige/brown, light/earthy salmon, grey-blue, 
reddish brown, faded evergreen, olive
When did the Spanish Steps become such a tourist attraction? How does that change the 
dynamic of the luxury shopping experience?
Everything is very well-kept
Observation Day 2, Top of Spanish Steps, 10:45 am:
Things to keep in mind: age, economic status, phones, cigars, bags, employees, groups, 
cameras
The further up I walk I notice more cigarette butts and other small pieces of garbage, less 
people
Mostly couples and some groups of couples
Majority of people are taking a picture/selfie at the top of the steps
Large mixture of ages, but majority are middle-aged or retirement age and in tour groups
Mostly just a walking area– myself and a few couples sitting on steps
High turn-around area people are here for pictures, regroup, and move on
Windows/buildings surrounding this area seem to be residential
Selfie sticks & tripods, backpacks, sneakers, large cameras
Police officers with German Shepherd police dog
A few people seem to be on their way to work or taking a break

Quentin:
Via del Corso - 7:00 PM
There are more street vendors and performers at night than there are during the day. The 
street performers are as follows:
Middle aged man creating artwork with chalk
An older (mid 70s) gentleman singing, his wife is with him
A teenage female singing Taylor Swift
Two teenage males singing One Direction
Tourists don’t stay on the narrow sidewalk, they fill the streets passed Via di Condotti



There aren’t as many high end restaurants as originally anticipated
The clothing stores on this street aren’t as expensive as they are on Barbuino
There is substantial residential space above the storefronts. At least four floors of 
apartments with doorways to the apartments every four or five stores.
I belive that the less expensive shops thrive on this street because it’s connected to Piazza 
Venezia, thus making it an easy highway for tourist traffic.

Via del Corso - 10:45 AM -11:15 AM
There are more people with shopping bags in this area. Stores are more reasonably priced, 
so I believe this is where the typical local would shop and the more expensie shopping 
areas add to the ‘tourist trap’ by Piazza de Spagna.
Shopping bags seen:
H&M - All ages and genders, GAP, Spada, Zara, Bata
There are people carrying more than one shopping bag from one store
Lots of people have a purse, camera bag, or backpack with them. These people don’t 
appear to be shopping, but rather trying to get through the area. Perhaps they are tourists 
staying in a hotel in this area and are just trying to get to different areas in Rome?
Vendors seem to set up in this area. There are no vendors or street performers on Via del 
Barbuino or Via dei Ripetta. 
The groups that seem to actually make perchases here are people in their mid 20s-30s 
and older. Teenagers don’t seem to have many shopping bags. Teenagers seem to shop in 
larger groups (5-7) while the older shoppers are in pairs of two or three. 
People have physical maps out and seem to be lost or are looking for their next 
destination. These people don’t have shopping bags and may be staying in a hotel nearby 
or just passing through the area.

Observation of Via del Barbuino

This is the area that gives the neighborhood its ritzy, glamorous and expensive feel. Most 
of the brands here are your traditional big designer brands, such as Chanel, Valentino, 
Dior, Prada, etc. 
Majority of your luxury brands (Valentino, Prada, Dior, Gucci) are centered directly in 
the Piazza de Spagna. I find it interesting how most of the expensive shops are grouped 
into this street and this particular piazza, which is a common tourist spot. It makes 
me question if this is where locals actually shop or if the shops are secretly a part of the 
tourist trap.

Other luxury designer boutiques that aren’t commonly known (or lesser-known-to-
Americans) are also located on this street. These shops include Gente, Manila Grace, and 
Tory Burch. 

Observation of Via dei Ripetta

This street doesn’t seem to fit in this neighborhood as well as the others. It is dirty, 
unoccupied by tourists, and has the most empty storefronts, save for a few shops that 
don’t cater to the glamorous shopping styles of the neighboring streets. 

This area feels safe, but it not exuding the overly safe atmosphere the other two streets 
projected. This feeling comes from the lack of people, the darker streets due to the angle 
of the sun in the sky, and the overall level of cleanliness and openness of the space.
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Lady	  Marmalde 1
Grande	  Vendita 1
Original	  Marines 1
Botega	  Verde 1
Anthea 1
Nero	  Giardini 1
LUSH x 1
Camici 1
Refrigwear 1
Murphy	  &	  NYE 1
Perugina 1
Cover	  Store	  Phone	  Covers 1
Gelato 1
Bernabei 1
Tatie 1
Double	  Agent 1
Foot	  Locker 1
Pull	  Love 1
Marco	  Marco 1
Chiesa	  di	  Geso	  e	  Maria 1
Lab	  Shoes 1
Sisley 1
Vans	  Shoes 1
Elisabetta	  Franchi 1
Perla 1 x
Inglot x 1
St.	  Tomas 1
Solaris 1 x
Cocinelle x 1
Luxury	  Outlet 1
Residential 1
Catenella x 1
Alcotti 1
Lollypop 1
Residential 1
Pepe	  Jeano 1
Gelato 1

bUsINEss sURvEy: vIa DEl CORsO



Hotel	  Vivaldi 1
Manila	  Grace 1
Food 1
Algida 1
Hote	  de	  Corso 1
Bernabei	  Sunglassess 1 x
Hotel 1
Simona	  Lingerie 1 x
l'occitane x 1
Da	  Vinci 1
Franceschini 1
Ottica	  Bernabei 1 x
Kingley	  di	  Luciano	  Palmeri 1 x
Nelle	  Stanza	  di	  Lu x 1 x
Re	  Mishelle x 1 x
Dia	  Pierro	  il	  Fichissimo 1
David	  Hamilton 1 x
Gratiae x 1
Residential 1
Bank 1
Residential 1
Tavern	  de	  Corso 1
Residential 1
Gelato 1
H&M 1
Fossil 1 x x
Desigual 1
AW	  Lab 1 x
Residential 1
Nuvolari 1
Ottica	  Sole 1 x
Dadada 1
Residential 1
Pharmacy 1
Double	  Bar 1
Basilica	  S.	  Giacomo 1
Florence	  Moon 1 x
Bata x 1
Pazza	  Italia 1
MAC x 1
Kiko x 1
Sephora x 1
Terra	  Nova 1

bUsINEss sURvEy: vIa DEl CORsO



Nike 1 x
Offices 1
Adidas 1 x
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bUsINEss sURvEy: vIa DEl babUINO
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Via	  Del	  Barbuino
Ottica 1 x
Residential 1
Hotel	  Piranesi 1
Gente 1
Residential 1
Empty 1
Rome	  Luxury	  Suits 1 x
Pontepelle 1 x
Rienzi	  Puro	  Cashmere 1 x
Filatelia 1
Stone	  Island	  Coats 1 x
Fabriano	  Paper 1
Residential 1
Café 1
Residential 1
Maje 1
Petit	  Bateauo x 1
Mario	  Lucchese	  Umbrella 1
Mali	  Parma 1
Residential	   1
Multibrand	  Outlet 1
Fabrizio	  Bulckaen 1
Residential 1
Moschino 1
Dentist 1
Leo	  Pizzo 1
All	  Saints	  Anglican	  Church 1
Roy	  Rogers 1
Manila	  Grace 1
Rosato x 1
Residential 1
Ruco	  Line 1
Benocci	  Art	  Gallery 1
Sant	  Antanasio	  Church 1
Canova	  todalini 1
Baldinini 1



Residential 1
Anteprima 1
Aspesi 1
Antonacci 1
Emporio	  Armani 1
Vicini 1
Apolloni 1
Kiton 1
Residential 1
Uboat	  Watches 1 x
Residential 1
Di	  Bach 1
Villebrequin 1 x
Baretto 1
Residential 1
Tiffany	  &	  Co. x 1
Pinio	  Palleno 1
residential 1
Hogan 1
Phillip	  Plein 1
Pura	  Lopez x 1
Dolce	  &	  Gabbana 1
Residential 1
Jaeger	  -‐	  Le	  Coultre 1 x
Efrati 1 x
Residential 1
Empty 1
Pucci 1
Residential 1
Chanel 1
Longchamp 1
Change 1
Santoni 1 x
Missoni 1
Moncler 1
Prada 1
Dior 1
Camper 1 x
Loreve x 1 x
Sephora x 1 x
Ristorante 1
K-‐Way x 1
Sermoneta x 1

bUsINEss sURvEy: vIa DEl babUINO



Residential 1
Cenova 1
Bursalurro 1
Hotel	  di	  Brussi 1
Residential 1
Residential 1
Fabi 1
Boggi 1
Chopard x 1
Herve	  Leger 1
Dodo x 1
Residential 1
Frederic	  Malle x 1 x
Compagnic	  Valiano 1
Residential 1
Frau x 1
Barrila	  Boutique 1
Babuino 1
Residential 1
Tory	  Burch 1
Brioni x 1
Residential 1
Empty 1
Jo	  Malone 1 x
Fabiana	  Fillipi x 1 Opening	  Soon	  
Omai 1
Residential 1
Maison	  Marguela 1
Sandro	  Ferrone 1
Carluci 1
Residential 1
Empty 1
Miss	  Bikini x 1
Sandro 1
Profumerie x 1
Residential 1
David	  Naman 1
Residential 1
Tumi	  Bags 1 x
Residential 1
Canali 1
Fratelli	  Rossetti 1
Red	  Valentino 1

bUsINEss sURvEy: vIa DEl babUINO



Hausmann	  and	  Co 1
il	  Guto	  Children x 1
Miss	  Grant	  Children x 1
Residential 1
Blue	  les	  Copians 1
Residential 1
Vhernier 1
Armanic	  Jeans 1
Serapien	  bags 1 x
Residential 1
Roberto	  Coin x 1 Opening	  Soon
Gente 1
Residential 1
Flos 1 Recently	  Closed
Piazza	  Sempioni 1
Iceburg 1
Miu	  Miu 1
Pinko 1
Kiehls x 1
Ermano	  Scenino 1
Chanel 1
Etro 1
Costume	  Mational 1
Menichini 1
Loriblu x 1
Anchita 1 Antique
Escada 1
Frette 1 Linens
Versace 1
Residential 1
Diesel	  Black	  and	  Gold 1
Bana 1
Babingtons 1
Acqua	  di	  parma 1 x
IWC	  Schaffhausen 1 x watches
Pharmacy 1
Guseppe	  Zanotti	  Design 1
Nespresso 1
Valentino 1
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Altromercato 1
7	  Kings	  Sandwiches 1
Gelato 1
Residential 1
Da	  Simone	  Micella 1
Residential 1
Bar	  al	  99 1
Pharmacy 1
Green	  Vision	  Glasses 1
Residential 1
Porto	  di	  Ripetta 1
Empty 1
Roma	  Capitale 1
Empty 1
Empty 1
Empty 1
Empty 1
Annibale 1
Alimentari 1
Café	  di	  Ripetta 1
Ridenza	  di	  Repetta 1
Giordino	  di	  Ripetta 1
Elio	  Nori 1
Angolo	  del	  Regalo 1
Instituto	  Pantheon	  Design	  &	  Tech 1
Mia 1
residential 1
Institudo	  di	  Belle	  Arti 1
Museo	  dell'ara	  Pacis 1
Pork	  House 1
Anticita	  Ripetta 1
Cose	  Fritte 1
Trattoria 1
Residential 1
Profumurvi 1
Da	  Trani 1
Tabacchi 1

bUsINEss sURvEy: vIa DEl babUINO



Residential 1
Pizza	  Re 1
NIYO	  &	  CO 1
La	  Porta	  Verde 1 x
Buccone	  Vini 1
Residential 1
Tais 1
Eurovillage 1
Hi	  Fun 1
Closed 1
Old	  Soccer	  Nostalgia x 1
Trattoria	  al	  Gran	  Sasso 1
Residential 1
Olfattorio x 1
Residential 1
La	  Buca	  di	  Ripettea 1
Repense 1
Ethereal x 1
Residential 1
Salmoneria 1
Ad	  Hoc 1
Residential 1
Empty 1
Empty 1
Non	  Sole	  Arte 	   1
Toscano 1
Carucci x 1
Ravisn'e	  Hardware 1
Residential 1
Café	  Ripetto 1
Piazza	  Augosto	  Imperatori 1
Church 1
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*SPECIALTY INDICATES LESS THAN THREE OF STORE TYPE EXIST, SUCH AS BABY CLOTHES, SPA, AND STORES WITH ONE PURPOSE, SUCH AS SWIM SUITS

RESIDENTIAL
FOOD

WOMEN SHOPPING
MEN SHOPPING

MEN AND WOMEN
COSMESTICS

SHOES
ACCESSORIES

SPECIALTY* 
JEWELRY 

HOTEL
EMPTY

CHURCH

17.89% (56)
09.90% (31)
14.38% (45)
05.11% (16)
09.90% (31)
04.49% (15)
05.11% (16)
07.67% (24)
14.06% (44)
01.60% (05)
02.56% (08)
05.43% (17)
01.60% (05)

313 STOREFRONTS

ALL STOREFRONTS

196 STOREFRONTS

CLOTHING-ONLY STOREFRONTS

WOMEN SHOPPING
MEN SHOPPING

MEN AND WOMEN
COSMESTICS

SHOES
ACCESSORIES

SPECIALTY* 
JEWELRY 

14.38% (45)
05.11% (16)
09.90% (31)
04.49% (15)
05.11% (16)
07.67% (24)
14.06% (44)
01.60% (05)

FOOD
WOMEN SHOPPING

MEN SHOPPING
MEN AND WOMEN

COSMESTICS
SHOES

ACCESSORIES
SPECIALTY* 

JEWELRY 
HOTEL
EMPTY

CHURCH

09.90% (31)
14.38% (45)
05.11% (16)
09.90% (31)
04.49% (15)
05.11% (16)
07.67% (24)
14.06% (44)
01.60% (05)
02.56% (08)
05.43% (17)
01.60% (05)

257 STOREFRONTS

NO RESIDENTIAL

bUsINEss sURvEy

Business Survey Overview:

Please note that the above information is based on a general survey of the three main 
streets: Via del Corso, Via del Babuino, and Via di Ripetta. It is meant as an estimation, 
not an accurate depiction of the neighborhood, although we hope it is a near accurate 
estimation.
Businesses in the Tridente neighborhood tend to have a heavy emphasis on general 
clothing retail, specifically womens clothing over men. This trend is carried out through 
other aspects of shopping, such as accessories, shoes, jewelry, and cosmetics, which, while 
not exclusive, tend to have a target audience of female consumers over male. 

The breakdown of average price a consumer can expect to spend increases dramatically 
as consumers travel from Via di Ripetta toward Via del Babuino. Shops that are on 
Via di Ripetta tend to have mindset toward the local consumer and offer goods such 
as hardware, specialty food, and small cafes and restaurants. As you advance to Via del 
Corso, shops increase in price but are still moderate for the average consumer to enjoy. As 
you continue on to Via del Babuino, the average cost for the consumer rises dramatically 
as the consumer enters the luxury area of the Tridente neighborhood.

Food and restaursants are commonly found inbetween the major streets in the smaller 
alleyways and side roads between the major thoroughfares.  The above number is, again, 
just an estimate, but we hope a near accurate estimate. Residential was documented 
merely as a way to give a general indication of the number of people living in the 
neighborhood above the shops, as 6-9 apartments were found above the storefronts.


